Before commencement of a Firearms Safety Course with the QRA, participants are required to sign a Form 33A.

Form 33A QUEENSLAND Weapons Act 1990 Section 53(1)(a) (Ver. 1 – 01/10/03)
DECLARATION BY UNLICENSED PERSON TO POSSESS A WEAPON AT AN APPROVED RANGE

Unlicensed persons must sign Form 33A declaring that the information they have given is true and correct in every detail and that they are not an “excluded person” under the provisions of Section 53 of the Weapons Act.

An “excluded person” under Section 53, subsection (7) of the Weapons Act 1990 is:

- You have in Queensland or elsewhere been convicted of:
  - murder or manslaughter; or
  - armed robbery; or
  - unlawful wounding; or
  - grievous bodily harm; or
  - an offence involving drugs, weapons or violence that is prescribed under a regulation punishable by at least 7 years imprisonment.
- You have in the last 5 years, been convicted of, or discharged from custody on sentence after being convicted of any of the following:
  - offence relating to the misuse of drugs;
  - offence involving the use or threatened use of violence;
  - offence involving the use, carriage, discharge or possession of a weapon.
- You have in the last 5 years been subject to a domestic violence order, other than a temporary protection order.
- You are currently subject to a temporary protection order.
- You are prevented by an order of a Queensland or another court outside of Queensland from holding a licence or possessing a weapon unless the order permits such under supervision.
- You have in the last 5 years been subject to an involuntary assessment order under the Mental Health Act 2000, or similar order under the Mental Health Act 1974, or a similar order in another state.
- You have ever been refused a licence or has your licence been revoked in the last 5 years.
- Your licence has been suspended.